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Abstract: Ant tracking technique is a widely used seismic interpretation method of identifying faults in the field of oil and gas
exploration and development. However, due to its poor noise immunity, the fault identification effect of ant tracking could be
easily affected by the quality of seismic data. Usually, two types of methods can be used to improve the effect of ant tracking, to
improve the algorithm of ant tracking or to remove the noise of the seismic data. The first method is usually carried out by the
research personnel, and it will take quite a long time before it can be integrated into the software, therefore, the de-noising
method is more realistic for the interpreters. This paper puts forward a method of improving the effect of ant tracking by using
AC component filtering of reflected intensity. In this method, the structural orientation filtering of the original seismic data is
carried out first, and then a coherence cube is calculated based on multiple seismic trace dip scanning. Next, a filtering will be
carried out on the coherence cube by using the AC component of the reflected intensity, and then the positive value after the
filtering will be set to zero. Finally, the ant tracking will be processed based on the data volume. The improved ant tracking has a
better fault identification effect with a higher fault identification rate, which is more favorable for the detailed interpretation of
faults.
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1. Introduction
Geophysicists first proposed the ant algorithm by
simulating the behavior of ant foraging in the natural world,
and achieved the global optimization through the information
transmission between the artificial ant intelligence groups.
Essentially, a large number of electronic “ants” are set in the
seismic dataset and make the "ant" move forward along the
possible fault plane and simultaneously issue the
"pheromones". The "ant" that moves forward along the fault
can trace the fault plane. If encountering the expected fault
plane, it will use the "pheromones" to make an obvious mark.
For the plane that is unlikely to be faults, it will not mark or
mark only inconspicuously [1]. After Dorigo, Pedersen
systematically proposed the ant tracking process [2]. Aqrawi
combined edge-preserving smoothing filtering with ant

tracking to further improve the ant-tracking process [3]. Ever
since Schlumberger integrated it into software, the ant
tracking as a low-order fault and fracture identification
method has been widely used in oil and gas exploration and
development around the world [4-8]. With the widespread
application of ant tracking, the disadvantage of poor noise
immunity is gradually exposed. In recent years, the
researchers have further improved the ant-tracking effect by
improving the ant-tracking algorithm or using other seismic
attribute dataset instead of coherence cube in combination
with the ant tracking. Yan Zhe et al. proposed a
direction-constrained ant algorithm to identify the fractures
[9]. Lei Xiaozhen et al. proposed a parallel ant colony
algorithm [10]. Zhang Jihui proposed an evolutionary ant
colony algorithm [11]. Sun et al. combined the frequency
division technology with ant tracking [12]. Zhao Wei
combined the gray-scale mutants with ant-tracking [13].
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2. Method and Principle
2.1. Reflection Strength AC Component Filtering
Seismic waves are generally considered to be analytical
signals A(t ) , which is referred to as complex trace in seismic
processing. If the real part of seismic trace is x(t ) , and the
imaginary part of seismic trace is y (t ) , the complex trace can
be written as:

(2)

In Formula (2), R(t ) is the amplitude envelope of vibration;

θ (t ) is the phase of vibration.
The imaginary part of seismic trace y (t ) can be expressed
as:

y(t ) = R(t )sin θ (t )

(3)

The instantaneous amplitude R(t ) can be obtained when the
real part and imaginary part of seismic traces are known. The
instantaneous amplitude is also called the reflection strength
or amplitude envelope, that is:

R(t ) =| A(t ) |= x 2 (t ) + y 2 (t )

Amplitude

(b)

(a)

(1)

In Formula (1), the imaginary part of seismic trace is an
orthogonal trace of the real part, and it can be obtained by
Hilbert transform.
The real part of seismic trace x(t ) can be considered as a
slowly changing cosine vibration:

x(t ) = R(t )cos θ (t )

Amplitude

Time，ms

A(t ) = x(t ) + iy(t )

component. As shown in Figure. 1a, the blue waveform
represents the reflection strength or amplitude envelope of the
dataset, the red line represents the trend line or low-frequency
component of the dataset, and the low-frequency component
is approximately equivalent to the median of the coherent data.
Since the reflection strength AC component is the difference
between the reflection strength and the low-frequency
component, the reflection strength AC component greater than
the red median in the blue waveform is a positive value, and
the reflection strength AC component smaller than the red
median is a negative value. Since the coherence cube has the
low coherent values that represent the fault factors and the
high coherent values represent the non-fault noises, after
calculating the reflection strength AC component of the
coherence cube, the low coherent values of the faults become
negative and the high coherent values of the non-fault
interference become positive, where the zero-filling positive
values can achieve filtering of coherence cube noise. For
many interpreters, it may be thought that the coherent noise of
non-fault is filtered by a constant value, but because the
coherence cube has different numerical ranges at different
depths and positions, so the constant numerical method is only
applicable to the local scope and the target layer and is not
applicable to the entire coherence cube (Figure 1b). The
reflection strength AC component method is a dynamic
numerical filter that varies with depth and plane and is
universal for the entire coherence cube.

Time，ms

The effect of ant tracking is improved through above efforts,
but there are still two problems. First, the algorithm has a long
improvement period and cannot be integrated into mature
software in time, so it is not widely used. Second, the
replacement of the coherence cube with the seismic attribute
dataset cannot address the weakness of poor noise immunity.
Reflection strength AC component is a very common seismic
attribute, which is mainly used for reservoir prediction. Due to
its simple algorithm and early appearance, few literatures have
discussed its application. Through calculating the difference
between the seismic dataset and the median filter of this
attribute in the longitudinal direction, data with more than half
of energy and less than half of energy can be separated. In this
paper, based on the conventional ant tracking process, the
coherence cube is filtered by the reflection strength AC
component to separate the fault data and the non-fault data, so
as to achieve the purpose of de-noising, and finally realize the
de-noising of ant dataset.

98

(4)

The reflection strength AC component is the reflection
strength minus the reflection strength DC component, where
the DC component is equivalent to the low-frequency

Data

Coherence

DC component

Denoising cutoff

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of filter.
(a) Schematic diagram of RST AC filter; (b) Schematic diagram of constant
threshold filter.

2.2. Improved Ant Tracking Workflow
The improved ant tracking can be divided into four steps:
(1) Edge preserving smooth filtering. The edge preserving
smooth filtering is used to enhance the faults of the
original seismic data before the coherent processing,
that is, to preserve the fault part and smooth the
non-faulted part, so as to achieve the purpose of
enhancing the fault. Structure-oriented filtering is a
relatively advanced method for edge-preserving
smooth filtering. First, the seismic dataset is oriented
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and analyzed, and the dip is calculated along the
direction of line and the track. Then edge detection is
performed along the direction of the event axis to
determine possible reflection termination form, i.e.
detect the possible fault locations. Finally the edge
preserving and non-edge smooth filtering are carried
out along the orientation [14].
(2) Coherent cube operations. The basic dataset of ant
tracking is a coherence cube. In order to obtain a better
ant tracking effect, a third-generation coherent
algorithm based on multi-trace dip scanning should be
adopted, i.e. eigenvalue coherence[15,16,17,14].
(3) Reflection strength AC component filtering. The
reflection strength AC component filtering is the focus
of this paper, and it is divided into two steps. First, the
reflection strength AC component is performed on the
coherence cube, and the operation process is very
simple. Various seismic interpretation software provide
this method, where just the coherence cube is input, the
line and track range of the operation is selected, and the
corresponding time window of dataset operation is
provided. The system can automatically calculate
without any other parameters. Then, the final filtering
is realized when all values of operation result greater
than 0 are changed to zero.
(4) Ant tracking for the filtered coherence cube. The most
important parameter affecting the effect of ant tracking
is the ant step size, where the step size range is 2–10

and the default step size is 3. This parameter defines the
ant search step size using the number of samples and
determines the single step size of each ant when
searching for local maxima. Increasing this value will
make each ant search further but reduce the accuracy.

3. Application
Taking an oilfield in the east as an example, the process and
effect of conventional ant tracking and the ant tracking based
on the reflection strength AC component filtering are
introduced.
3.1. Conventional Ant Tracking
For the process of conventional ant tracking, edge
preserving smooth filtering is first performed on the original
seismic data to enhance the breakpoints of the original seismic
data. Then the filtered seismic data is processed by coherent
cube operation. Finally, the ant tracking of the coherence cube
is performed.
(1) Edge preserving smooth filtering. Figure 2 is a
relatively advanced edge preserving smooth filtering,
namely the seismic profile before and after
structure-oriented filtering. Compared with the original
seismic profile (Figure 2a), the fault plane is more
clearly defined on the seismic profile (Figure 2b) after
the structure-oriented filtering.

(a) Original seismic section; (b) Structure-oriented filtering section.
Figure 2. Profile comparison before and after structure-oriented filtering.

(2) Coherent cube operation. The coherent cube operation
based on multi-trace dip scanning is performed on the
structure-oriented filtering seismic data (Figure 3).
The faults in coherent profile (Figure 3a) and the
coherent time slice (Figure 3b) are clearly visible and

the numerical range is below 100. However, when
there is too much interference and the numerical range
is greater than 110, it will show a negative effect on
fault interpretation, so there is an improved space for
the fault identification.
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(a) Coherent section; (b) Coherent time slice in 1178ms.
Figure3. Coherent section and time slice.

(3) Coherent ant tracking. The ant tracking of the
coherence cube is shown in Figure 3, where the profile
and the plane of ant tracking are too fragmented
(Figure 4), indicating that the ant tracking algorithm
has poor noise immunity. The interference factors with

a numerical range greater than 110 in the coherent
body in Figure 3 are amplified by ant tracking. For
interpreters, the conventional ant tracking results are
not conducive to fault interpretation.

(a) Ant tracking section; (b) Ant tracking time slice in 1178ms.
Figure 4. Ant tracking section and time slice.

3.2. Ant Tracking based on Reflection Strength AC
Component Filtering
The ant tracking based on the reflection strength AC
component filtering is actually a process that, on the basis of
conventional ant tracking, performs ant tracking after the

de-noising of the coherence cube. The section and time slice
shown in Figure 5 reflect the result of reflection strength AC
component filtering of the dataset in Figure 3, and the
interference component with a value range of more than 110 in
Figure 3 has been basically eliminated in Figure 5.
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(a) Section of coherent reflection strength AC component filtering; (b) Time slice of coherent reflection strength AC component filtering in 1178ms.
Figure 5. Section and time slice of coherent reflection strength AC component filtering.

Figure 6 shows the corresponding section and time slice of the dataset of Figure 5 after ant tracking. Compared with the
conventional ant tracking (Figure 4), the fault identification effect is obviously improved, where the fault is clearly visible, the
combination relationship is clear and it is useful to fault interpretation.

(a) Section of filtered ant tracking; (b) Time slice of filtered ant tracking in 1178ms.
Figure 6. Section and time slice of filtered ant tracking.

Figure 7 gives a 3D view of the final result, which implies that the improved method by filtering could serve as a 3D fault
auto-tracking method.
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Figure 7. A 3D view of fault mapping result based on the reflection strength AC component filtering.

4. Conclusions
(1) Considering the poor noise immunity of conventional
ant tracking, a method of de-noising for coherence cube
by using the reflection strength AC component filtering
is proposed. This method can separate the fault factors
and non-fault factors of the coherence cube, and
eliminate the non-fault factors. On this basis, the ant
tracking technique can avoid the problem of
fragmentation of conventional ant-tracking due to poor
noise immunity.
(2) The improved ant tracking method has been used to an
oilfield in the eastern china, and this new method has
been proved to be more effective than the conventional
ant tracking method. The processing results can clearly
identify the faults and have a higher reference value for
seismic interpreters.
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